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ON FIRE OVER BERLIN

When a Stirling was attacked over Berlin on Monday night by a

Messerschmitt the interior of the fuselage was set on fire and although
the rear-gunner was wounded he shot the fighter down in flames*

”We had just dropped our ‘bombs to add to the great fifes below", said

the pilot, F/O J. Overton, a Londoner from Kingsbury, "when the fighter came

in to attack us. Although my rear-gunner, F/Sgt. F. Dallman of Wembley, was

wounded almost at once ho immediately replied to the fire of the fighter and

kept on until he saw the He. go dorm in a steep spiral dive with its star-

board engine in flames#

"Our fuselage had been pretty badly hit. There were holes all over the

place and my wireless operator, Sgt. B.G. Bonnet of Chipping, London, had

been wounded* That wasn 't all, My F/Engineer called up on the * Inter-

com*
1 to say there was a fire in the fuselage, I shouted, back 'Put it out*#’

Although Sgt. Bennet had been badly wounded he went to the seat of the fire

at once, and began locating at it with his hands to keep it under control*

,n the meantime the aircraft was filling with smoke and I could see the

reflection of the flames from where I was sitting* Then the F/Engineer
joined’the wireless operator with fire extinguishers and the two of them

managed to put the flames out*

"We got back to England without anything else happening to us, but when

we reached our airfield we found that an electric lead had been, severed, and-,
the only way we could get the undercarriage down was by winding it by hand."


